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This company presentation (the "Presentation") has been prepared by Green Minerals AS (the “Issuer“ or the “Company”) solely for use in connection with a contemplated offering of new equity by the Company (the “Equity" and the “Equity Issue") as
described herein. For the purposes of this disclaimer, references to the Presentation shall be deemed to include references to this document, the presenters' speeches, the question and answer session and any other related verbal or written
communications. By attending and reading the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the following limitations in relation to the existence of such Presentation and all information (including, without limitation, any projects, targets, estimates or
forecasts) or opinions contained herein or in connection with it.

The Presentation is for information purposes only and may not be reproduced or redistributed or otherwise disclosed (in whole or in part) to any other person or used in whole or in part for any other purpose. The Presentation is not intended to be an
offer, a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any Equity or any other securities, nor should it be considered as legal, financial or tax advice in relation to the same. It should not be construed as a prospectus or offering document and investors should not
subscribe for or purchase any securities in the Company on the basis of or in reliance on the information.

Neither the Company nor any of its directors, officers, employees, advisors or representatives (collectively the "Representatives") makes any representation or warranty of any sort as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this
Presentation or in any other model or information made available in connection with this Presentation or the reasonableness of the assumptions on which any such information is based. No person shall have any right of action against the Company, its
Representatives or any other person in relation to the accuracy or completeness of any such information. The information contained in this Presentation is subject to amendment and/or completion without notice and such amendments may be material.

Certain statements and graphs throughout these materials are "forward-looking statements" and represent the Company's expectations or beliefs concerning, among other things, future operating results and various components thereof, including
financial condition, results of operations, plans, objectives and estimates, the Company's anticipated future cash-flow and expenditure and the Company's future economic performance. These statements, which may contain the words "anticipate",
"believe", "intend", "estimate", "expect" and words of similar meaning, reflect the directors' beliefs and expectations and involve a number of risks and uncertainties as they relate to events and depend on circumstances that will occur in the future.
Forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of these materials and no representation is made that any of these statements or forecasts will come to pass or that any forecast results will be achieved. The Company expressly disclaims any
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements in these materials, whether as a result of new information or future events.

The merits or suitability of investing in any securities issued by the Company for any investor's particular situation must be independently determined by such investor. Any such determination should involve, inter alia, an assessment of the legal, tax,
accounting, regulatory, financial, credit, foreign exchange and other related aspects of the transaction in question. The contents of this Presentation are not to be construed as legal, credit, business, investment or tax advice. Each recipient should
consult with its own legal, business, investment and tax advisers as to legal, credit, business, investment and tax advice.

These materials are not intended for distribution to or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation or which would require any registration or licensing within such
jurisdiction.

The Equity have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "U.S. Securities Act"), or under the securities law of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States. The Equity are being offered
and sold only in offshore transactions in reliance on Regulation S under the US Securities Act ("Regulation S") and are not being offered or sold, directly or indirectly, within the Unites States or to Unites States persons (as defined in Regulations S).
Unless registered, the Equity may not be reoffered, resold, pledged or otherwise transferred, directly or indirectly, except pursuant to an applicable exemption from the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act and in compliance with the
securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States.

The Presentation is only addressed to and directed at persons in member states of the European Economic Area who are "qualified investors" within the meaning of Article 2(1)(E) of the Prospectus Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC, as amended by
Directive 2010/73/EU to the extent implemented in the relevant member state) ("Qualified Investors"). In addition, in the United Kingdom, this presentation is being distributed only to, and is directed only at, persons: (i) having professional experience in
matters relating to investments so as to qualify them as "investment professionals" under Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order"); (ii) falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order;
and (iii) to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons referred to in (i), (ii) and (iii) together being "Relevant Persons"). This Presentation must not be acted on or relied on in (i) the United Kingdom, by persons who are not
Relevant Persons, and (ii) in any member state of the European Economic Area other than the United Kingdom, by persons who are not Qualified Investors. Any investment or investment activity to which this Presentation relates is available only to
Relevant Persons and will be engaged in only with Relevant Persons.
Please see the application form for further applicable selling and transfer restrictions.

Any investment in the Company involves inherent risks and is suitable only for investors who understand the risks associated with this type of investment and who can afford a loss of all or part of the investment. Investors should carefully review the risk
factors set out in the following slides before making any investment decision.

There may have been changes in matters which affect the Company subsequent to the date of this Presentation. Unless otherwise stated, the information contained in this Presentation is provided as at the date of this Presentation and is subject to
change without notice. None of the Company or any of its advisers undertakes any obligation to update the information provided in the Financial information or any other information in the Presentation, to provide the recipient with any additional
information, or to correct any inaccuracies that may become apparent in any information provided.

This Presentation is governed by Norwegian law. Any dispute arising in respect of this Presentation is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Norway with Oslo District Court as exclusive venue.

DISCLAIMER
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POLITICAL RISK

The Company is exposed to numerous risk factors. A brief summary of a selection of material risk factors is outlined below. All potential investors should read the 
presented risk factors in its entirety before making a decision on whether to invest in the Shares. An investment in the Shares is suitable only for investors who understand 
the risk factors associated with this type of investments and who can afford a loss of all or part of their investment.

RISK FACTORS
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- Opening not approved or delayed by Parliament 

- License round and awards delayed

- No license award to Green Minerals

- Lack of PDO approval

- Unfavorable tax regime 

RESOURCE 
POTENTIAL/ 

EXPLORATION

- Resource potential lower than expected

- Lack of ability to map deposits in sufficient detail

- Lower metal grades than expected

- Exploration takes longer than expected

- Exploration cost becomes higher than expected

- Sub-economic size of discoveries

- Lack of discoveries in Green Minerals licenses

TECHNOLOGY/  
COMPETENCE

- Critical production technology elements take longer to mature

- Lack of industry cooperation

- Lack of funding for technology/competence development

FIELD 
DEVELOMNET

- Start-up problems

- Production equipment capacities lower than design

- Downtime due to weather, technical failures, environmental issues, or 
logistic issues 

- Excessive repair and equipment replacement cost

- Higher operational cost than planned

PROCESSING
- Processing more complex than expected

- Higher processing cost

- Increasing environmental concern related local pollution

- Dependency on Partners

MARKET
- Lower Product demand

- Lower Product prices 

- Exchange rate change

RISKS RELATING 
TO THE 

COMPANY’S
FINANCIALS

- The Group may not be able to obtain additional financing on satisfactory terms, 
or at all, which may significantly affect the Group’s business

- The Company is exposed to liquidity risk. and need for additional funding:

- Counterparty risk

- The Group is exposed to foreign exchange risk.

RISKS 
RELATING TO 
THE SHARES

- The trading price of the Shares may fluctuate significantly and investors may 
not be able to resell their Shares at or above the Offer Price.

- The possibility for future sales of substantial numbers of Shares may affect the 
market price of the Shares, may dilute the holdings of shareholders, and could 
materially affect the price of the shares.

- Major Shareholders may exert significant influence



• Pursuing a NOK 700bn opportunity

• Targeting key minerals vital to electrification and 
digitization

• Sharply lowering the environmental footprint and 
eliminating the social costs in the mining industry

• Solving a geopolitical dilemma for EU and USA

• 20 years experience in offshore exploration globally 
through parent company

• Targeting more than one license in the first license round

• Only listed company in Marine Minerals

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
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A pioneer in offshore 
mining and a leader in 
Marine Minerals on the 
Norwegian Continental 

Shelf



• Green Minerals AS (GM)
– Currently 100 % owned subsidiary by Seabird Exploration, Plc (SBX)

• A minimum of MNOK 30 in new capital to be raised in the Offering following meetings with Norwegian 
Petroleum Directorate and Ministry of Petroleum and Energy
– Pre money valuation to be MNOK 90 – 110 based on the Offer Price  
– Largest shareholders in SBX will participate in the Offering
– Chairman and at least one board member in SBX will participate in the Offering

• Euronext Growth Oslo dry listing in Q1 2021
– Current SBX shareholders to receive GM shares
– GM to list with 5000+ shareholders and strong support from parent company Seabird Exploration, Plc
– SBX to remain a large owner in Green Minerals
– First pure play Marine Minerals company to have a listing

TRANSACTION
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TERM SHEET
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Issuer: Green Minerals AS (the “Company”) with business registration number 925 852 481 

Shares outstanding: At the time of the share issue the number of shares outstanding will be 10.000.000 shares, each with a par value of NOK 0,003

Pre money market cap: NOK 90 – 110 million based on the Offer Price

Offering: Private placement to raise minimum NOK 30 million from the issuance of new ordinary shares in the Company (the “Offer Shares”), representing up to 25% of the outstanding 
shares (the “Private Placement”). 

Use of proceeds: The net proceeds from the Private Placement will be used for general corporate purposes 

Offer price: Price per Offer Share to be set through an accelerated book building process, with price indication in the range between NOK 9,00 and NOK 11,00. 

Pre-commitments Primary insiders in SeaBird Exploration Plc and Green Minerals AS (Chairman of the Board and at least one Board Member) and some of SeaBirds largest shareholders has 
made pre-commitments in the Offering.

Minimum order and allocation: Minimum order and allocation of NOK equivalent of EUR 100,000, provided that the Company may, at its sole discretion, allocate an amount below EUR 100,000 to the extent 
applicable exemptions from the prospectus requirement pursuant to applicable regulations, including the Norwegian Securities Trading, are available. 

Overallotment option SeaBird Exploration Plc will provide an overallotment option representing additionally appr. 20% of the shares in the Private Placement, valid for 30 days after Settlement Date

Timetable and settlement: Start of book building period: 23 November 2020 at 08:30 CET .End of book building period: 27 November 2020 at 16:00 CET  (The Company and the Manager may at their 
own discretion extend or shorten the book building period at any time and for any reason. If the book building period is extended or shortened the other dates referred to 
herein might be changed accordingly). 

Allocation and settlement: Notification of allocation: Expected on or about 30 November 2020.  Payment Date: Expected on or about 4 December 2020

Target market: The target market for the Private Placement is non-professional, professional and other eligible counterparties. 

Negative target market: An investment in the Company’s shares is not compatible with investors looking for full capital protection or full repayment of the amount invested or 
having no risk tolerance, or investors requiring a fully guaranteed income or fully predictable return profile. 

Documentation: The investor documentation comprises of (i) this term sheet (the “Term Sheet”), (ii) the application agreement dated 24 November 2020 (the “Application Agreement”), and 
(iii) the company presentation dated 24 November (the “Investor Presentation”), together with such information about the Company as is publicly available. 

No due diligence investigations (neither legal, financial, commercial nor technical) of the Company have been conducted prior to the Private Placement. Investors are deemed 
to have made all the necessary investigations and analysis of the current publicly available information to arrive at an investment decision on their own. 

Allocation: The conditional allocation will be made at the sole discretion of the Company’s board of directors. Allocation will be based on criteria such as (but not limited to), timeliness of 
the application, price leadership, relative order size, sector knowledge, investment history, perceived investor quality and investment horizon. There is no guarantee that any 
potential investor will be allocated shares. 

Manager: Pensum Asset Management AS. The Manager will receive compensation from the Company in line with market practice. 

Please consult the Subscription Agreement and Term Sheet for a complete overview of details, terms, and conditions
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• Marine Minerals – new resource of critical metals

• Green Minerals – vision & team

• Resources and locations

• Resource management

• Technology

• Aspirational targets

AGENDA
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DEMAND
 Massive need for new source of metals as the world 

electrifies and digital technology becomes available 
to more consumers

 >50 % of total Cu demand comes from 
transportation, electrical, electronics and consumer 
products

 Demand of base metals for production of EV 
batteries could increase 11x by 2050 (World Bank)

 $240bn CAPEX investment needed for the next 5 
years only in base metals and gold (Wood 
Mackenzie)

 Land ore grade declines, becomes less accessible 
and contains toxic levels of heavy elements

 Will take decades to build the primary stock of metals 
that will make recycling of EV metals  possible and 
being able to fulfil all the demand

ENVIRONMENTAL
 Burning fossil fuels emits 37bn tons CO2 pa

 Metal production generates 350bn tons of waste
 Accounts for 11 % of global energy use
 Removes 10`s of thousands km2 of forest every 

year to access metal ore bodies which have 
declining grades

 Producing metals for the green transition this way 
is not sustainable as it simply shifts the burden 
from fossil fuels to metals

SOCIAL
 70 % of the world's cobalt is mined in the D.R. of Congo, 

significant amounts from unregulated artisanal mines and 
child labor (Amnesty international)

POLITICAL
 In May 2018, the US Department of the 

Interior published list of 35 minerals 
considered critical to the US economy and 
national security which supply might become 
limited in near future

 The Blue Mining initiative by the EU sees risk 
of increasing supply shortage of metals 
critical to EU`s high tech sector and is thus 
supporting search for alternative resources  

RATIONALE FOR MINING OF MARINE MINERALS
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Source: Tesla



Providing 
minerals for 
the green 
transition

Creating 
sustainable 
Rare Earth 
Elements 
(REE) and 

base metals 
to used in 

new form of 
transportation

Reducing 
waste 

generation 
and enabling 
companies´

green 
transition 

Enabling 
CO2 

reduction
being key 

elements in 
new 

technology

Reducing 
deforestation

Fighting child 
labor while 

creating 
sustainable  

jobs and 
economic 

growth

SUPPORTING 6 KEY EU DEVELOPMENT GOALS
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Source: «Metals for the green transition» Paulikas et al, 2020

MARINE MINERALS VERSUS ONSHORE MINERALS
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Deep-sea mining will be able to meet the 
increased metals demand in a much better way
socially and environmentally than onshore
mining is capable of.

Source: World Bank / Rystad



MARINE MINERALS IN THE NEWS
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Our mission is to enable the worlds drive 
towards digitization and electrification

We do this by extraction of Marine Minerals 
and Rare Earth Elements which are key to 
the green shift driven by new technologies

Deep sea mining helps eliminate the huge 
social cost in onshore mining (Amnesty), while 
reducing the environmental footprint by more 
than 90% (“Where should Metals”, Paulikas et al, 2020)

OUR MISSION
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Short term
Green Minerals to be recognized as a pioneer in offshore 
mining and a leader in Marine Minerals

Medium term 
Green Minerals to win licenses to survey, explore and 
produce Marine Minerals on the Norwegian Shelf, thereby 
capitalizing on a NOK 700bn worth of resource potential 
(Ellefmo et al)

Long term
Green Minerals to win mining licenses internationally based 
on our Norwegian Shelf technology, and establish the 
company as a leading offshore miner globally

OUR STRATEGIC GOALS
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• Exploration – Seabird Exploration (parent)
– Geological/Geophysical data collection
– 20 years of offshore exploration

• Subsea 
– riser
– mechanical lifting system

• Mining 
– seafloor production system
– floating production unit
– onshore processing

• Battery producers
– EV car manufactures
– other car/battery OEM`s
– Scandinavian greenfield

• Academia 
• NMM – Norwegian Forum for Marine 

Minerals
• EU/Norway funding programs

– EU Green Deal

PARTNERS AND AFFILIATIONS
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Petrel Explorer/Seabird



Ståle Rodahl
Executive Chairman
Green Minerals AS

• 30 years in the financial 
industry

• 10+ years in senior 
executive positions in 
banks in New York, 
London and Oslo – Alfred 
Berg, ABN Amro and 
ABG

• Founder and 4+ years as 
CIO of a global 
long/short equity hedge 
fund

• Chairman of Seabird
• MSc from Norwegian 

School of Business

Øivind A Dahl-Stamnes
Board member

Green Minerals AS

• Geologist from NTH
• 36 years in Oil and Gas at
• Equinor and Exxon
• 15+ years in executive 

positions in exploration, 
development and 
production

• Vice President Troll Field, 
North Area Initiative and 
Partner Operated Assets

• Board member Seabird

Gunnar Jansen
CEO

Seabird Exploration, Plc.

• 20 years in shipping, 
offshore, and seismic 
industry

• 7 years in executive 
commercial and 
operational positions

• Board member Green 
Minerals AS

• Lawyer from the 
University of Bergen

Ronny Tømmerbakke
Chief Geophysicist

Seabird Exploration, Plc.

• Cand. Scient from 
University of Bergen

• 15+ years  in Seismic 
Industry

• CGG, Multiwave, Seabird 
and researcher at 
University of Bergen

OUR TEAM
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Examples of Typical 
Metals and REE´s

Nodules SMS Crusts

Iron Iron Iron

Manganese Manganese

Lead

Zinc

Barium

Copper Copper Copper

Cobalt Cobalt Cobalt

Gold

Silver

Nickel Nickel

Lithium

Titanium Titanium

Platinum Cerium

Zirconium

REE´s (REEs) REEs

WHAT & WHERE

Occurrance: 
Poly-metallic Nodules (Ocean Floor)

Seafloor Massive Sulfides (SMS)(Mid Ocean Ridges)

Ferromanganese Crusts (Plateaus/Ridges)

v
vv
vv
v
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Examples Metal/REE usage in 
Renewable Energy/Technology 

3-4x more Cu in EV vs. ICV (1)

2,5+ tons Cu/MW in Wind Turbines (2)

2,5+ tons Cu/MW in Solar Plants (3)

4,5 kg Cobalt in Tesla Mod 3 battery (4)

Computer – up to 70 minerals / +30% of 
elements in the Periodic table (5)

40 Metals/REEs in Mobile Phone (6)

Marine Minerals and RRE´s are critical in the 
Renewable Energy industry and in modern 
technologies and electric/electronic appliances

• Lithium, Nickel, Cobalt, Manganese, Zinc
• Key elements in Batteries

• Cobalt
• Powerful magnets - electric engines, wind turbines 

etc. 
• Copper

• Electrical/Electronic appliances
• REE´s

• Wind Turbines, Solar Cells, Electrical Cars, 
• LED technology, Mobile phones, Computers
• Medical Imaging, Fiber Optics, Lasers
• Catalytic converters, Ceramics, light/strong Alloys

Sources:
1,2,3) International Copper Alliance
4) Benchmark Mineral Intelligence
5) National Mining  Association
6) Norges geologiske undersøkelser

MINERAL USAGE & IMPORTANCE
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Metal/REE Key Producers
Global 2019 (1) 
Production (K 

tons)

Global
Reserves 

YE2019 (M 
tons)

Manganese India, Australia, China 19.000 810

Copper Chile, Peru 20.000 870

Cobalt Dem. Rep. of Congo 140 7

Lithium Australia, Chile, China,
Argentina

77 17

Nickel Indonesia, Philippines 2.700 89

Zinc China, Peru, Australia 13.000 250

All REE China, USA, Australia, 
Myanmar

210 120

Scandium China, Russia, Ukraine 10-15 ,5

Yttrium (2018) China 5-7 ,5

Dysprosium 
(oxide) (2)

China 1,55 NA

Neodymium
(oxide) (3)

China 33 NA

Sources: (1)  Manganese to Yttrium; USGS,  (2) Adams Intelligence 2017 numbers  (3) Statista.com 2015 data 

GEOPOLITICAL ISSUES
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• Key minerals vital for EU and USA high-tech industry and the green shift, are 
being produced in regions that are not conducive of stable supply

• US DOI defines 35 minerals critical to US national security
• EU Blue Mining intitative:  sees increasing risk of supply shortage of metals 

critical to its high-tech sector
• US signs agreement with Norway Aug 2020 on joint development of seabed 

resources



• Offshore Production Issues
– Plume/dust cloud from mining operations may affecting seafloor fauna

– Sound from mining operations  may affect marine mammals and fish

• Onshore Processing Issues
– Local risk for pollution; Waste, water-run off and chemicals

• Key issues will be addressed in:
– Consequence analysis prior to Parliament approval to open areas for marine mining

– Plan for Development and Operation (PDO)/Consequence analysis for each field development

– Above will determine criterion for marine exploration, development and mining operations activities, monitoring 
programs, reporting etc. (similar to O&G industry)

• Marine mining likely to result in significantly lower environmental footprint compared to current onshore mining 
(Paulikas et. Al, 2020)

– Less deforestation, less local pollution (waste, freshwater, dust), lower Co2 footprint, less stored carbon at risk, less 
fauna/flora/mega wildlife at risk, lower human toxicity

21

KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES



• SMS and Crusts found in several locations 
in the Norwegian Sea 

• UiB, Research activity for 2 decades

• NPDs data sampling programs 2018, 2019, 2020

• SMS samples rich in
• Copper, up to 14 %

• Zinc, up to 10 %

• Cobalt, up to 1 %

• Crust samples rich in
• Lithium (20-80x Pacific Ocean)

• Scandium (4-7x Pacific Ocean)

• REE (up to 2x Pacific Ocean)

SMS Crusts

Iron Iron

Barium Manganese

Copper (Copper)

Zinc Titanium

Cobalt Cobalt

Lead Nickel

Vanadium Vanadium

Strontium

Silver Niobium

(Others) (Others)

Lithium

Scandium

(REEs) REEs

TYPICAL MINERALS ON THE NCS
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• Mohns & Knipovich Ridges (1030 km)
• Play Assessment similar to standards used in Oil & Gas

• Mean Resource estimate for key Metals
*
in SMS 

deposits in Mohns & Knipovich ridges
• 6,9M tons Cu 

• 7,1M tons  Zn

• 175 tons Au

• 10,5K tons Ag

• Estimated Value 
• 77 billion USD (700+ Billion NOK)

**

* Other metals and REEs not included in estimate

**2019 metal prices used by Ellefmo et al and 9,25 nok/usd

MINERAL VALUE POTENTIAL ON NCS
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Illustration, Pedersen, UiB



One ”SMS” deposit - 5M tons

– 250x250x30m

– Gross value: ca. 1,5 Billion USD

Mohns Ridge Active SMS examples

• SW: Jan Mayen Vents: <1 % Cu, 10% Zn

• Mid: NPD 73N; 6-7% Cu, 2-2,5% Zn

• NE: Loki Castle; 1-1,5 % Cu, 0,5-1 % Zn

Illustration, Pedersen, UiB

VALUE POTENTIAL MOHNS RIDGE
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General

		Gross Value per 5 Million ton Deposit , various Minerals

		Metal		Price/ton* (USD/ton)		Price/Troy oune (USD/ounce)		Price/kg (USD/kg)		Total Mass of deposit (Mill tons)		Average Metal content (% or ppm)		Gross value (Million USD)

		Copper*		6750						5		3.00%		1013

		Zinc*		2415						5		2.00%		242						General

		Nickel*		14990						5		2.00%		1499

		Cobalt*		33500						5		1.00%		1675

		Lithium***		6750						5		1.00%		338

		Gold*				1920		61736		5		3.0		926

		Silver*				25		804		5		10.0		40

														0

		REE; Scandium						3500		5		10		175		Stillehavet opp mot 130 ppm?

		REE: Neodymium		65700						5		50		16		ppm guess?

		REE: Average 1						328		5		50				ppm guess?

														0

														0

														0

														0

														0

														0

														0

														0

		*London Metal Excgange october 9, 2020

		** Mineralprices.com

		REE Average1: Yttrium/Dysposium/Terbium/Erbium (all heavy REEs, varying from 28 to 626$/kg 30- sept2020)

		*** Batterygrade lithium Carbonate (LME 9. oct 2020)

		Deposit Mass: 250*250*20m. Avg.Sps.Weight 4 (in tons)								5,000,000.00





Black chimney dposit

		Gross Value per 5 Million ton Deposit , various Minerals

		Metal		Price/ton* (USD/ton) (USD/Kg)		Price/Troy oune (USD/ounce)		Price/kg (USD/kg)		Total Mass of deposit (Mill tons)		Average Metal content (% or ppm)		Gross value** (Million USD)

		Copper*		6750						5		1.50%		456

		Zinc*		2415						5		2.00%		217

		Nickel*		14990						5		0.25%		150

		Cobalt*		33500						5		0.25%		293

		Gold*		61736						5		1.0		232

		Silver*		804						5		80.0		241



		*London Metal Excgange october 9, 2020

		**Gross value after beneficiation





		Deposit Mass: 250*250*25m. Avg.Sps.Weight 3,3 (in tons)								5,000,000.00





Ark2
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• A prerequisite for a predictable and stable framework for commercial exploitation
• Act Ratified by the Storting in February 2019, Effective 1. July 2019
• Jurisdiction: Norwegian Continental Shelf and territorial waters outside Jan Mayen, Svalbard and 

Bouvetøya

• State ownership to all Mineral resources on the Continental Shelf

• State holds exclusive rights to Resource Management
• MPE and NPD set to manage  
• All activities must be granted permission 

• To a large degree a copy of the Petroleum Act where resource management and 
commercial activity are subject to many of the same regulations as the O&G 
industry

• Tax regime not yet decided but currently subject to normal corporate taxation, 
similarities to O&G may encourage a version of the Petroleum Tax System

THE SEABED MINERALS ACT
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The Seabed Minerals Act
State ownership

Survey license

Production license

Consequence Analysis

Public Hearing

Opening of Areas
(Government/Parliament)

License Round

Application

Award
(Ministry)

• Up to 5 years
• Non-Exclusive
• Collect data/samples
• Exclusive Ownership to

data for period

• Up to 10 years
• Exclusive rights
• Work Program
• Extension possible
• Norwegian Company

Plan for Development
Consequence Analysis

Development Description

• 20 years 
• Extension possible

Government Approval

NCS PRODUCTION LICENSE PROCESS (MPE/NPD)
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State ownership Consequence Analysis Public Hearing Opening of Areas

License Round Application Production Award

2019
The Seabed Minerals Act 

approved

2023
Announce License Round 

2023
Opening approved

2023
License Applications

2023
License Awards

2020
Opening process started

MPD/NPD preparing Plan for 
CA 

Survey license

2023
Survey license awards

NCS – TENTATIVE TIMELINE – PRODUCTION LICENSE
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Technology mostly known and commercially 
available

• Satellite imaging
• Bathymetry (Multi-beam, Side Scan Sonar)
• Electromagnetic Surveys
• Magnetomerty
• Water chemistry
• Hyper spectral imaging
• High resolution seismic
• Sampling (coring, surface etc.)

EXPLORATION TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS
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Production Components and functions

1. Seafloor Mining Tools
– Trencher/Feed system or 

– Crawler/Crusher/Feed system to:

– Dig out, Collect, Crush and Feed ore to Vertical 
transport system

2. Vertical Transport
– Mechanical lifting system or 

– Riser/slurry or air-based pumping system to

– Transport ore to surface facility

– Seawater return system

3. Surface facility
– Ship based production facility to provide:

– Dewatering and storage of ore

– Offloading system for ore to bulk carrier

– Seafloor mining tools storage, launch/retrieval, 
energy supply and control systems

– Vertical transport system storage, launch/retrieval, 
energy supply and control system

– Energy supply, storage, auxiliary systems, living 
quarters etc.

31
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AGENDA
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• Exploration 
– Granted Survey License within 3 months after opening
– Awarded 3 Production Licenses by early 2024
– Minimum one discovery of SMS with +5m tonnes of 

ore by YE 2024/25
5+ % average grade Cu (+ others Zn, Au, Ag, trace elements ) 
or alternatively  +8 % Zn + 1% Cu  (+ others Au, Ag, trace         
elements) 

• Development/Production – one system operational 
in 2027/28

– Mining & vertical transport capacity: 5-8000 
tonnes/day ore to surface

– 200+ day/year operations
– 1,5 M tonnes ore/year 
– Processing performed in Norway/Scandinavia

• Annual gross value of ore from start production of 
(based on current metal prices and “ore to metal factor”) 

– $ 400 M for Copper only (+ additional value for other 
metals) or

– $ 300 M for Zinc/Copper only (+ additional value for 
other metals)

– $75-100m est in other metals (Au,Ag++)

One Green Minerals production
system:

Flow rate: min 5-8000 tonnes/day
Utilisation:  min 200+ days/year
Annual ore production: min 1,5mt

Gross revenues:   >$400m/yr

Revenue/tonne ore: 10-20x higher
than similar onshore

Valuation onshore 2020e (EV/S):
Boliden 1,4
Rio Tinto 2,6

Environmental footprint: 90% 
lower than similar onshore

Processing costs: 90% lower than 
similar onshore

ASPIRATIONAL TARGETS
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Source:  Rystad

Example: other industry calc, 
only for illustration purpose 
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PRODUCTION COMPONENTS - EXAMPLES
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System Component
Mining
system in 
operations
Since 90íes

South Africa/Namibia: Diamond mining in 40-150m water depth
• Large diameter drilling (7,2m), conventional drill string, heave compensation and electrical

powered Crawler
• Air Lift or Centrifugal Pump – slurry to surface
• Production Vessel DP/anchor, year round operations, up to 84% annual operating time

Planned, 
designed, 
engineered,
construction 
disrupted.
Planned 
2018 start

Papua New Guinea, 1500-1660 m water depth, SMS deposit (2,0Mt/8,2% CU, 6,4ppm Au)
• Seafloor Tools: Auxiliary cutter, Bulk cutter, Collector (electric/hydraulic power)
• Vertical Transport: Rigid riser + flexible jumper, Subsea slurry pump, Surface seawater pump 

(pressure supply)
• Production Support vessel: DPS2,Dewatering Plant, Storage, Offloading of ore, Launch 

retrieval systems, Energy supply, Fuel, Storage, Auxiliary Systems, Living Q, Helideck etc.
• Capacity 1,6M tons/year, planned start 2018

Test 
mining/verti
cal transport 
2017/2020

Japan 2017: Pilot Test, Okinawa 1600 m water depth, SMS deposit
Japan 2020: Offshore Japan, 2000m+, Small scale test, Cobalt rich CRUST 
• Crawler, Riser, submersible pump



Drilling, Subsea and Riser Technology
• From single deviated production wells in the 70és  multi branched wells (3-4 branches) with 

horizontal sections/completions each up to 7000+ m
– Geo-steering (+/- 0,5 m accuracy), branch control, shut-off individual reservoir sections, 
– Automated Drilling, Improved mud systems, down-hole sensors and tools etc.

• From fixed platforms in the 70´s  subsea installations post 2000
– Deepwater Exploration drilling; Total, Uruguay 3400m wd, plan well in Angola at 3628m
– Stones oil and gas field, Shell, GoM 2900m (2016)
– Åsgard sub-sea compression 2015 (2x11,5MW), Ormen Lange sub-sea compression 2021 (800m)
– Well-heads and other production equipment moved to seafloor
– Standardization and simplification of equipment and tools

• Risers; from rigid  flexible and hybrid risers 
– Material technology, flow assurance, slug control, etc.

Results; 
• Access new reserves, improved recovery, lower threshold economic reserves 
• Increased drilling speed, (lower cost/meter), and improved reliability and lifetime of equipment
• Lower development cost/bbl and improved profitability

---->  The rapid pace of innovation in O&G engineering is indicative of the speed of marine minerals 
technological/engineering development ahead

ON FURTHER ENGINEERING WORK:
O&G – EXAMPLES TECHNOLOGICAL ACHIEVEMENTS
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• Technology known and available in the mining industry
– Milling/crushing (reduce particle size)
– Physical separation (separate by density, magnetism  

and similar)
– Flotation  (water repellant or not)
– Leaching (chemical) often used for gold, silver, nickel 

and minerals with small crystals
– Smelting (separate metals, high-grade)

• Land based activity 
– Several options for location

• Norway, Sweden, Iceland

– Energy, water, harbor facilities
– Transport ore to existing processing facilities

PROCESSING TECHNIQUES / LAND BASED ACTIVITY
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OCCURENCE ON THE NCS

• Seafloor Massive Sulfides (SMS)

– Spreading axis/Mid Ocean Ridges

– Hydrothermal origin

– Active/inactive “Smokers”

– “black smokers”; higher temp - Cu rich

– “white smokers”; lower Temp - Zn rich

• Ferromanganese Crust (next page)

• Poly-metallic Nodules (not on the NCS)

Photo, Pedersen, UiB Ellefmo;Søreide, NTNU
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1m

Ferromanganese CRUST
• Plateaus and Ridges with low/no

sedimentation
• Chemical precipitation from seawater 

over millions of years
Illustrations/photos, Pedersen, UiB

OCCURENCE ON FERROMANGANESE CRUSTS (2001-2016)
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History
• Research on Marine Minerals/REE since late 1950íes
• Prospecting since the 1970íes – step-up after 2000
• First mining operation early 2020íes: Papa New Guinea, 

Japan, Pacific Ocean?

Current Activity

• Pacific Ocean
• Clarion-

Clipperton
• Rep. of Narau

• Indian Ocean

• New Zealand

• Japan

• Norway (Research 
and Policy making)

GLOBAL PROSPECTING FOR MARINE MINERALS
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Green Minerals AS
Sandviksbodene 68

5035 Bergen

www.greenminerals.no

Ståle Rodahl
Executive Chairman
Ph: +47 4840 0593
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